Leave Management Outsourcing Myths
If

you

there

are outsourcing or
are some myths

Myth

thinking

that you

of outsourcing

your

leave of absence program,  

may not be aware of:

Outsourcing is the most compliant option.

Truth

Numerous companies using outsourced vendors are being taken to litigation. 


Companies that outsource indicate their vendors provide compliance support in various
1

ways, with newsletters being most common. 


Many organizations do not trust the compliance of their outsourced partner, so they are
still tracking everything in excel in tandem, not saving any time or effort.


With a 200% increase in FMLA lawsuits in recent years, relying on newsletters or excel
opens up risk vs. using in-house software that is up-to-date with all state and federal
leave laws along with automatic generation of task lists for compliance.

Employers require less headcount on leave/HR

Myth

teams when this function is outsourced.

Truth

Most employers who outsource require between 1 to 3 internal staff members to support
their leave administration efforts, which is the same number employers reported for
1

insourcing. 


The main reason employers consider taking leave management back in-house is the
administrative burden that falls to the employer even in an outsourced program.


Most outsourced providers do not manage company-specific leave policies for those
ineligible for FMLA, COVID-related leaves, or provide an ADA offering, requiring internal
staff to manage.

Myth

Employees gain a

Truth

Employees

“white

glove” experience.

feel uncomfortable telling personal leave details to an outsourced individual

through a toll-free number rather than a peer, who will spend quality time listening to
their needs and concerns.


Lack of touchpoints with employees makes that experience seem distant and not very
transparent.


Companies must adopt and adhere to the outsourcer ’s

“best

practice” versus using their

own processes.


Handoffs

and overall information

flow

outsourcer can be clunky/difficult.

between managers, internal

Employees

HR,

and the

have trouble getting fast responses and

answers to even their basic questions.

Most commonly with
outsourcing, we hear that:

The leave process is difficult, and the employee experience
is not great, leading to low employee satisfaction.


Outsourcing is expensive.


The outsourcer has a limited scope of service and rigid
offering, requiring an equivalent in-house staff to manage
the outsourcer and company-specific leave policies.


The outsourcing services cannot be changed or customized
very easily, and even simple changes are very expensive and
time-consuming.  


Leave and accommodation technology provided by the
outsourcer is not cutting edge.


It is difficult to get data to run analytics and understand the
extent of the leave requests and categories of leaves.

Take Control of Your Leave Management

More companies are finding it is the right time to evaluate our SaaS-based solution to enable
them to bring leave management in-house. With AbsenceSoft’s modern and intuitive leave
management platform and workflow, you can take control of your leave management program,
reduce risk, maintain compliance, customize and ensure a superior employee experience, all
while saving money and time.



Reach out to us at any of the below contact methods to learn more on how we can help.
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